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iosyncrasies of every individual
suspect and divining how those
traits affect each person’s sub-
jective state of mind.”

M i ra n d a regulates the actions
of the police, not the suspect.
This is why the suspect’s sub-
jective beliefs have no place in a
M i ra n d a analysis.

Are the subjective beliefs of a
person ever dispositive in crim-
inal law? Of course. The Coleman
dissent is correct to note that a
claim of self-defense demands
that the person who asserts it
must show that he subjectively
believed that the use of force
was necessary. But this is be-
cause self-defense is an affir-
mative defense to a crime. The

rules defining crimes are direct-
ed at the person who is raising
the affirmative defense, so it is
legally relevant to consider his
subjective mental state if he is
seeking to establish an excuse or
a justification.

But the M i ra n d a rules regulate
police behavior, not the suspect’s
behavior. The Supreme Court
has designed M i ra n d a so that an
officer will be able to determine
whether M i ra n d a warnings are
necessary based on purely ob-
jective criteria. A “M i ra n d a sit -

u at i o n” is objectively created by
the police, not subjectively in-
voked by the suspect.

Contrast this with a situation
where the police officer’s sub-
jective beliefs could be relevant.
The “emergency aid exception”
provides that police may enter a
home without a warrant to ren-
der emergency assistance to an
injured occupant or to protect an
occupant from imminent injury.
Brigham City v. Stuart, 547 U.S.
398, 403 (2006).

Police in Michigan invoked this
doctrine to justify entering Jere-
my Fisher’s house without a war-
rant. Fisher rebutted this by
showing that the police could not
have subjectively relied on any
medical emergency since emer-
gency medical personnel were
never summoned.

In a short per curiam opinion,
the U.S. Supreme Court held
that the officers’ subjective be-
liefs were legally irrelevant. The
only relevant consideration for a
reviewing court was whether the
situation could have led an of-
ficer to have an objectively rea-
sonable belief that a person was
in need of immediate relief.
Michigan v. Fisher, 558 U.S.
(2009) (per curiam).

Unlike the self-defense doctrine
that is geared to a defendant or
the M i ra n d a rules that are aimed
at the police, Fi s h e r illustrates a
rule that is intended for use by
j u d ge s .

An objective rule eliminates
“he said-she said” factual con-
troversies and simplifies judicial
fact-finding. This is similar to the
co u r t’s decision that whether po-
lice are acting on a subjective
pretext is irrelevant under the
Fourth Amendment as long as
the judge can find that objective
reasons exist to justify the police
actions. Whren v. U.S., 517 U.S.
806 (1996).

The issue the court faced in
Coleman reminds us that un-
derstanding the substance of a
legal rule can never be con-
sidered the end of the inquiry.
You must also determine exactly
which party’s behavior the rule is
designed to affect. Only then can
you decide whether the rule is
being properly applied.

Subjective interpretations run counter
to the law’s objective nature

The theory behind Mi -
randa v. Arizona is
clear: An atmosphere
of compulsion exists
when a person in po-

lice custody is facing the
prospect of interrogation. A per-
son in “custody” — that is, not
free to leave — may consequent-
ly feel that he is being forced to
answer police questions.

The role of M i ra n d a wa r n i n gs
is to neutralize this atmosphere
by assuring the suspect that,
even though he cannot leave, the
Fifth Amendment right against
self-incrimination nevertheless
gives him the right to refuse to
answer police questions. 384 U.S.
436 (1984).

A person is in custody if,
looking at the totality of the
circumstances, a reasonable per-
son would not feel free to leave.
But what if a person objectively
in custody nevertheless subjec-
tively believes that he is indeed
free to leave if he wishes? Does
this mean M i ra n d a warnings are
constitutionally unnecessary?
This is the issue the 4th District
Appellate Court recently faced in
People v. Coleman, 37 N.E.3d 360
(2015).

Parole officers came to
Stephen Coleman’s home to ad-
minister a urine test. While
there, they discovered a lockbox
with money inside. Believing this
supported certain allegations that
Coleman had been selling drugs,
the officers handcuffed him, took
him into the bathroom and be-
gan questioning him about his
activities. His answers contained
some incriminating statements,
and he was subsequently
charged with several drug of-
fe n s e s .

At a suppression hearing, the
trial court found that Coleman
was questioned while in custody
without receiving M i ra n d a warn -
ings and therefore suppressed
the statements.

On appeal, the state focused
on testimony Coleman gave at
the suppression hearing in which
he stated that, despite being
handcuffed during the question-
ing, he nonetheless believed that
he was not under arrest and
that he was still free to leave.

The state asserted that if the
purpose of M i ra n d a is to dis-
sipate the atmosphere of com-
pulsion when the police question
a person in custody, then it
follows that M i ra n d a wa r n i n gs
are unnecessary when the sus-
pect admits he subjectively feels
he is not in custody and thus
under no such compulsion.

While conceding that this ar-
gument “has some instinctive ap-
p e a l ,” the Coleman majority nev-
ertheless rejected it in favor of a
purely objective test. But in dis-
sent, Justice Robert J.
Steigmann contended that the
“d e fe n d a n t’s subjective belief that
he was free to leave was not
only relevant but dispositive in
favor of the state.”

There is nothing illogical in
believing that the suspect’s sub-
jective belief could be considered
relevant. But it is not enough to
know the content of a legal rule;
it is equally important to un-
derstand whose conduct a legal
rule is regulating. The reason a
s u s p e c t’s subjective belief is ir-
relevant under M i ra n d a is be-
cause the M i ra n d a rule is not at
all concerned with the suspect’s
behavior; rather, it is focused
solely on police behavior.

The U.S. Supreme Court has
made it clear that the test for
custody under M i ra n d a is purely

objective. The test involves “no
consideration of the ‘actual mind-
s e t’ of the particular suspect
subjected to police questioning.”
J.D.B. v. North Carolina, 131 S.Ct.
2394, 2402 (2011), citing Yarbor -
ough v. Alvarado, 541 U.S. 652,
667 (2004).

Why? Because “the benefit of
the objective custody analysis is
that it is ‘designed to give clear
guidance to the police.’ ” (Em -
phasis added.) “[T]he objective
test avoids burdening police with
the task of anticipating the id-
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